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1 GYPSY CAB 3:12


Performed by:
 Pete Lund: Vocals, guitars, bass, piano & claw-foot bathtub
 Mark Garrison: Drums, trumpet, guitar feedback, keys & sonics


Heading downtown bracing 40 
Serving papers in my hand 


Running up stairs 
The wind racing -4 
So cold for a December around here 


Elevator all packed with lawyers 4:1 
No courtroom today, boys 
Stand down 


Staring at lines with XXX 
Pass them 1x1 
There’s no going back now that it’s done. 


Waiving down a gypsy cab 
Can you just get me home? 
Just go 







Because I don’t know how 
To get there


2 LAST ADDICTION 3:42


Written & performed by Pete Lund


I’m thinking about the lucky one 
who skated right by a hospital. 


I’m thinking about the lonely one 
who never quite knew another. 


I’m climbing aboard the carousel of thoughts, 
revolving frame by frame, 
that always seems to find me 


Taking the familiar ride down 


to the point where not even the words escape, 
and endless roles of tickets are stored at concession. 


I’m thinking about the magic bend 
that’s in the view from the shoulder-side window 







where the power lines drift up and down 
just barely clearing the tops every time. 
How do they do that? 
Clearing the tops every time 
Hell if I know. 


I’m thinking about the one 
last addiction to kick 
back 
for a little while.







http://www.blocsonic.com/releases/show/back-from-91





Thanks again to Pete Lund for helping to make
our fortyFive series a very special way for our listeners


to discover great new music!


- Mike Gregoire, blocSonic
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